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Introduction 
The following are (1) my take on the Tucker Putin interview Feb. 8, 2024, (2) My notes on the David 
Icke Alex Jones interview on 2-9 & 2-10-2024 and (3) Jay Dyer's take of the Tucker Putin Interview in a 
35 minute video linked below and (4) my notes attempting to record key points in the Tucker Putin 
interview.  Armed with these 4 sources below, see what you think.  I find these interviews and 
presentation spine chilling matching close to what I am finding.  While I did not agree with everything 
Putin said however, his general theme fit in with what I have been researching and networking for 20 
some years largely posted on my web site from 2004 to current. I hope this helps shed some light on 
the intentional darkness we live in.  That is to say nothing makes sense anymore, no basic controls on 
inflation, no sound currency/coin, no controls on tax taking, no controls on the borders, constant wars, 
and massive taking of public and private land and water.  The refusal to live by basic morals and values 
and on our U.S. Constitution principles which were all created to keep our traditional way of life and all 
of these takings from happening.  Who profits from these takings?  You may find some answers herein.  
 
1.  Jack's Take on Tucker - Putin Interview 
I took 25 pages of hand written notes during the 2 hour interview; please see below Jack's Notes.  
Tucker said Putin was 2 hours late which is typical for him.  In my opinion, this interview reinforces 
what President Eisenhower warned us in his farewell address in 1961 of the Military Industrial 
complex.  This is my one line take FYI.  Putin makes clear the US/UK/NATO has an agenda and they do 
not want to negotiate or have peace, if they do it is only on their terms. 
 
This is my expanded take. The "golden elite" agenda is to take all the power, all the wealth, all the 
religions and all the free choice away from all the individuals, countries, states, municipalities and roll 
them all up into an One World Order, New World Order, the Matrix, the Deep State, the Globalist, 
WEF, the Illuminati, the Club of Rome using the international banking system, e.g. Bank of International 
Settlements, World Bank, US unFederal unReserve, IMF, etc.   President Putin calls them the "golden 
elite". This agenda is so pervasive, so historically embedded only a few with open minds would see or 
believe this to be true.  President Putin is describing at his level what he is experiencing, i.e. constant 
"PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE", "THE RULING ELITE", "HOAXING".    
 
2.  Jack's Notes on David Icke Alex Jones interview 2-9 & 2-10-24.   
This interview will connect further global control dots however; it was mixed in with other subjects like 
AI & Elon Musk, etc.  So just look at my short notes to get the drift.  David Icke is a British "Alex Jones" 
if you will.  The key thoughts in the interview this morning, 2-10-2024 with Alex Jones follow.  "We 
have been put into a cul-de-sac of limited options to chose from, e.g. CBDC, Lock Downs, Isolation, etc.  
Try to go to the next level above the left right paradigm to see the big picture regarding who is trying 
to control us.  We live in a simulation of someone else's reality. Try to see where the cause of this 
simulation is coming from.  Look at their manipulation.  The biggest manipulation is the way (they want 
us to) look at our lives. How do we correct this simulated "reality" that someone else have made for us. 
We are living a reality of manipulation of politics.  We are the symptoms of the (their) big reality.  
David goes on to call these induced dreams in that the globalist is manipulating our senses of 
perception as well as our soul.  They the globalist do not want us to exchange communication and 
prefer us to be isolated."   
 

https://www.history.com/speeches/eisenhowers-farewell-address
https://davidicke.com/
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3.  Jay Dyer 35 minute video Take of the Tucker Putin Interview.  
Here is his bio.  Jay is a brilliant researcher, debater, author, presenter, lecturer and comedian. 
I will not even try to summarize this 35 minute video it is beyond my short hand scrawling notes.  You 
may want to skip this for later when you have the time as it is very heavy. 
Jay will give you the largest big picture of the global control system.  You will have to download the 634 
MBps to view his 35 minute presentation as it is such a large file. Then go to your applicable Download 
drive folder, C Drive on my PC to open the download file.  You will see the download progress in a 
green bar in your bottom tray of your screen. Allow for your ISP speed.  He is often on 
www.infowars.com and on https://banned.video/ plus his own site https://jaysanalysis.com/. 
 
4.  Jack's Notes on Tucker - Putin Interview.  Notes are exact quotes as I could record them.  I have 
not validated what Putin said, only reporting what he said, there is much left out I could not record.  

1. Coup de d'état….Putin brought this up more than once re. Ukraine war. 
2. US fixed the Ukraine elections. 
3. Banking & CIA keep their goal of changing/destabilizing governments. 
4. CIA did a job.  
5. $5 billion cost and all this could have been done without $ and death. 
6. "don't do this and don't do that" 
7. The militarization of Ukraine. 
8. Implementing the Minsk Accords would be good. 
9. Everybody wanted to resolve with military force. 
10. They strived for war. 
11. When he agreed to withdraw his Russian troops from Kiev, the west escalated the war. 
12. Building of false heroes under Hitler with false identity. 
13. Attempts to destroy identity. 
14. Hitler still lives on in many ways… 
15. Extermination of Poles, Jews and Russian population. 
16. Other side threw out all agreements. 
17. …a decree was signed to forbid all negotiation. 
18. Feb 2022 was last talk with Biden. Certain context being maintained thru various agencies. If 

The US wanted to stop the fight they could just stop supplying weapons. 
19. Chuck Schumer's fear of Russian expansion is cheap provocation. 
20. CIA has no alibi, look for reason on fight in some ones interest and capability. 
21. US control the propaganda. 
22. Today's German leadership is lead by the West, not their own. 
23. Regarding the explosion of the pipe line, there are other routes of oil/gas that that Germany 

can use that are intentionally not being turned on. 
24.  We are two hemispheres but a single hull like the human brain. 
25. Severe disaster now but not to honest journalism. 
26. US $ forcing police state all over the world. 
27. The US $ is main weapon used by the US to control the world. 
28. US allies are downsizing US $ sends a sign to the world. 
29. The inflation of US dollar is causing the increase of the Russian and Chinese currency.   
30. Russia currency mix is now 13% US, 34% Russian Ruble and 34% Chinese Yuan. 

https://jaysanalysis.com/contact/
https://banned.video/watch?id=65c6c3f30d63da299eb1660d
https://banned.video/watch?id=65c6c3f30d63da299eb1660d
http://www.infowars.com/
https://banned.video/
https://jaysanalysis.com/
https://www.voanews.com/a/what-are-the-minsk-accords-/6435211.html
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31. Does anyone in the US realize what they are doing? 
32. BRICS is dominated by China. 
33. Boogey man stories, here it goes again. 
34. You cannot choose your neighbors. 
35. No silver bullet solution. 
36. BRICS is developing very rapidly. 
37. You cannot stop it like the rise of the sun. 
38. China is now #1 in purchasing power, India is #2 and Russia is #5. 
39. There are sanctions is everything, i.e. too many. 
40. We have ruling elite. 
41. Where are the ruling centers in the US Tucker asked, Putin said he does not know, US 50 state 

structure is hard to read. 
42. NATO Policy pressure is PRESSURE -PRESSURE-PRESSURE. 
43. There is an agenda to subdue others by pressure. 
44. Look at Indonesia; it will enter no matter what we think, i.e. world trade, intl. player. 
45. US is changing, how will it happen. Gentle or otherwise, there are global trends. 
46. NATO expansion is a violation. We have repeatedly asked to join but no one responded. 
47. Terribly explained by NATO who created bases. 
48. The Neo Nazis created the war in 2014. 
49. We have not refused negotiations, Putin said. 
50. For some reason they thought Russia could be defeated on the battlefield. 
51. Putin is a Christian leader, says Tucker. 
52. Talk on baptism lineage deeply rooted in Russia nation. 
53. Russia is very careful who comes in respecting their Motherhood. 
54. Even those professing other religions consider Russia their Motherland. 
55.  Why (Russian) patriotism is strong is because of the Motherland. 
56. "..the US is.."  protecting yourself with a coup de d'état…"of Ukraine" I believe he said/meant. 
57. This struck Russia in the heart. 
58. Russia has a soul and Russia is about more moral values and history. 
59. Some nations rise and some fall, e.g. Genghis Khan and Roman Empire. 
60. Barbarians were getting strong led to fall of Roman who took 5 centuries. 
61. US difference is happening much faster. 
62. This process of AI needs to be formalized to roles like gunpowder was vs. unbridled control. 
63. Wall Street "reporter" Gershkivich in prison because he was caught red handed with classified 

documents.  Willing to release with special terms, agencies working, US have different 
definition of spy. 

64. Everything has to be done in a calm mater. 
65. Stop and come to Ukraine and negotiate. 
66. Ukraine was prevented by the U.K….i.e. to negotiate. 
67. It was not the U.S. it was Washington DC, let them correct it. 
68. Tucker asks "you want to negotiate a settlement in Ukraine", Putin laughs & says yes. 
69. We are ready to sign. 
70. Why do we have to correct someone? 
71. Let us go back to 1991 NATO who said they would not expand. 
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72. Let us go back to the coup d'état.. 
73. They (the west) stopped the negotiations. 
74. Correct it, we are ready. 
75. Think how to do this with dignity. 
76. Those who are in power in the West are realizing we are ready.  
77. They are willing they do are struggling to understand. 
78. Now let them think how to reverse. 
79. Ukraine encircled by the Russian army and asked to surrender.  The Ukraine army had a choice 

and decided they do not surrender. Then they all died. 
80. Why are Ukraine dismantled. Orthodox Church, i.e. their soul. 
81. After USSR collapsed, Russia wanted to join NATO to be part of the Western "community" 

but they were not allowed to join and told members would be uncomfortable. 
82. The USA ruling elites are the only existential threat to America and... USA dominance 

cannot survive the law of civilization change (civilizations develop).--Vladimir Putin, 

President of Russia 

83. "There can be little doubt that the USA-based West is in full-on totalitarianism, literally 

including: a Nazi war (Ukraine proxy), a mass genocide (against Gaza), gutted education, 

crushing of professional independence, one-party rule, overpowering propaganda, aggressive 

ideological enforcement, aligned courts, captured science, persecution of thought crimes, social 

mobbing, state-aligned corporate takeovers of all sectors, constant war mongering. We have 
arrived." - Dennis Rancourt, PhD https://denisrancourt.ca/  
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